The air-raid shelter of the placeta Macià
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The Government of Catalonia, by means of The Passive
Defence Board, and its experts, made sure that the shelters
all over the Principality fulfilled the basic conditions to be able
to be used: it was
groundbreaking work,
since until then there was
no theoretical corpus on
the matter.
A few months after the
end of the Spanish Civil
War, and following the
outbreak of the Second
World war (1939-1945),
the heads of the allied
government took careful
note of the Catalan
example, although the
tradition of
association-forming in our
country was not fully
shared by other societies,
such as the British.
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As a result of constant bombing of the town of Sant Adrià,
in 1937, the Town Council of Pla de Besòs took the decision
to promote the building of air-raid shelters in different places
in the town: the Church square, the school and the refugee
centre of el Polydor, the town market, the streets called Lleida,
Barcelona and les Corts, and the placeta Macià.
The latter, completed in 1938 (when bombing was at its
height) on the basis of a plan drawn up in August of the
previous year by the municipal architect, Joan Maymó, was
the best-equipped shelter in the town. It was built, as in many
other cases in Catalonia, with the cooperation of the Town or
City Council and the actual townsfolk, who started work at five
in the afternoon, when the workers finished.
The Francoist authorities shut it down in 1939, and it literally
never saw the light again until it was recovered in 2006.
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The Pla de Besòs, in a bombing raid
The power stations located on both banks of the river
Besòs, which guaranteed the power supply to Barcelona and
part of its metropolitan area, became military targets following
the outbreak of the Civil War (1936-1939). L’Aviazione
Legionaria italiana, Franco's ally, sent its bombers
from Majorca throughout the war to the Pla de Besòs (which
was how the town of Sant Adrià was called at the time), with
grim results: a death toll of 39 persons, 36 buildings totally
destroyed and 98 heavily damaged.
The direct attacks on the civil population of the town by
the Francoist aviation were due to two reasons: the
lack of precision of the bombing on the factories, which largely
affected the working class areas around them (as was the
case of Sant Joan Baptista) and the application of the strategic
concept of “total war in the air”, according to which the civil
inhabitants of the rearguard also became military targets to
demoralise the fighters and accelerate their surrender.

Those we remember

Culture, within reach of everyone

The project for the promotion of the air-raid shelter of the
placeta Macià (RapM) is a pedagogical project featuring an
integrative museological intervention, with specific signs to
facilitate the visit. Its purpose is to hold workshops to stimulate
food for thought on the bombings of 1938 on Sant Adrià (then
called Pla de Besòs), and pursues the following objectives:
• To promote the intergenerational contact between children of
today and those of 1938, using footage or by direct contact
with those who lived through the war.
• Foster active listening and respect.
• To help the children to ﬁnd, through the tour of the air-raid
shelter and the audiovisual shown in the Casal de Cultura, a
reliable vision of everyday life in Sant Adrià in 1938.
• To promote food for thought about war.
• To Let those who lived through and suffered the bombings of
1938 in the six districts of Sant Adrià be heard, to have a truly
comprehensive sample of the identity of a whole municipality in
the face of historic events that should never be forgotten.

All the activities envisaged, both in the museum and the
pedagogical activities, have been designed so that anyone,
disabled or not, can enjoy the tour of the shelter and the
Casal in equal conditions. This is facilitated by a series
of measures that do away with barriers to communication,
such as:
• Volumetric models for touch-based access by the blind
built in different materials (bronze, wood and clay).
• Backlit sofﬁts, that display the texts inmacrotypes and with
a degree of luminance adapted to people with poor eyesight,
written in braille.
• Sound and images in one sector of the shelter where you
can see and hear the bombings of 1938 on Barcelona and its
metropolitan area.
• Audiovisual subtitled for the deaf.
• Signs texts in braille (the signs included an speciﬁc code for
your localization in the braille book deposited in the Casal de
Cultura).
• Shelter relief map (braille included).

